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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 2872 - 2874
Chapter 2872

“But the Heavenly Secret Pavilion should know a little more…we can go to the Heavenly
Secret Pavilion and ask!”

Tiance Shenshuai said.

right.

This aspect.

Tianji Pavilion should know a lot.

“Since it’s important! We also read the dusty files immediately! See if there are any clues!”

The leaders of Yanlongwei were also willing to help.

Subsequently.

Levi Garrison went straight to Tiance Mansion’s Tianji Pavilion with Tiance Superintendent.

Come to inquire about the existence of these two types of Daxia.

Tianji Pavilion heard the question asked by Levi Garrison, and immediately fell into deep
thought.

There was no sound for a long time.

This made Levi Garrison stunned.
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Obviously Tianji Pavilion knew about it.

“So they are afraid of this! They are also supernatural powers, and they even know this!”

After a while, a voice came from the Tianji Pavilion.

“Speaking of this legend, it has something to do with the secrets guarded by the Baolong
clan! But it is only a legend! But we have checked and there is no connection between
them!”

The god commander Tiance was excited: “Ah? Is it related to the Daxia secret guarded by
the Baolong clan?”

“Well, the secret guarded by the Baolong clan exists! It is true that these two types of
existing legends have been hung up! But at the moment we have not found out what the
connection is…”

“Is the legend true? Does it exist?”

Levi Garrison asked hurriedly.

A voice came from inside: “Sorry, we don’t know! We can’t find it either! But according to
such a long inspection, Daxia has not seen these two types of traces!”

“The result we gave is that these two types of existence are limited to legends! The truth
does not exist!”

“Or put it this way! It is impossible to tell that these two types of existence are not legends
based on the ability of Tianji Pavilion! Therefore, we conclude that they do not exist!”

Hear here.

Tiance Shenshuai looked disappointed.

Tianji Pavilion said so.

That’s probably not there.
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Sure enough, the legend is the legend!

And the Lab of the Gods couldn’t determine whether it existed, so it seemed that it probably
didn’t exist anymore.

The Tianji Pavilion and the Lab of the Gods are both unable to judge, so can anyone in the
world be able to judge?

No!

They all say there is no, that means there is no!

Then you have to rely on yourself.

He can start from this aspect to force out the main divine division.

Levi Garrison was already thinking about how to deal with the plan of the chief priest.

“Before I leave, I would like to ask what the existence of these two types of legends is? This
should tell me!”

Chapter 2873

Levi Garrison asked.

Even Tiance Shenshuai looked curiously.

He has only heard about the pre-Qin qimen.

He didn’t know what it was.

“The existence of these two types of legends, in fact, we have also looked for. One is the
Heavenly Master’s Mansion, and the legend is a group of heavenly masters with magic
spells!
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One is the Summoner. According to the legend, they are all pre-Qin Qi practitioners, and they
are also regarded as foreigners! “

Levi Garrison and Tiance Shenshuai were shocked.

“There is no specific information or something!”

Levi Garrison continued to inquire.

I saw an ancient book flying out of the Tianji Pavilion.

Levi Garrison opened it, and it was full of legends.

Tianji Pavilion didn’t mention it any more.

Obviously it is a legend, which has not been verified.

After Levi Garrison took it down, he could only leave.

He actually didn’t believe it.

And all the textual researches are legends.

The only point is his master.

Where does the master of magical power come from?

“What are you going to do next?”

Tiance asked the superintendent.

Levi Garrison looked solemn, and said, “The main divine dignity has always been whether
the Heavenly Master’s Mansion and the Sword Demon Division exist or not! They have been
forbearing and storing their strength.

I even heard that all the power of the original Gods Laboratory was waiting for the Heavenly
Master’s Mansion and the Summon Division… They only wanted Leviathan to attack Daxia! “
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The superintendent Tiance probably understood what Levi Garrison meant.

“So you are going to use the Heavenly Master Mansion and the Summon Division to lead the
main divine division?”

Tiance asked the superintendent.

“Yes, it’s wrong, so I must first determine what the two types of existence in the legend are,
so that I can make corresponding countermeasures!”

“Even if it is in the legend, then we have to act like the legend, so that it can attract the main
god.”

Levi Garrison said.

“Understood, so you and Tianji Pavilion have to be more specific so that you can dress them
up!”

“but……”

Tiance Shenshuai hesitated.

“But to play the legendary Heavenly Master’s Mansion and the Town Demon Division, apart
from the similar appearance in all aspects, I am afraid we have to be able to keep up? Even
if we are collectively strengthened now, we can still be far from meeting this requirement. !”

The meaning of Tiance Shenshuai is very simple.

There is no one under Levi Garrison who can play the role of the Heavenly Master’s Mansion
and the Suppressor.

It’s easy to detect.

Levi Garrison smiled: “Don’t worry! You don’t need to take action! I have my own
arrangements!”

The variants on the 13th and the Four King Kong can come in handy at this time.
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And Huoyun Cthulhu can also be used.

These temporary Tianshifu and Zhenmosi are completely unproblematic.

And Levi Garrison thought of a good point? to attract them.

It is the undersea base planned by Atlantis.

This area is an extremely mysterious existence to the Lab of the Gods.

They even imagined that this place had something to do with the Heavenly Master’s
Mansion and the Devil Division.

Levi Garrison will use their psychology next to attract the chief priest.

The first thing Levi Garrison has to do now is to gather his super powers together.

“Don’t be idle, go ahead and help!”

“The other one, pay special attention to the war Eagle Nation. I’m afraid they will take the
opportunity to act at this time!”

Levi Garrison made Tiance Shenshuai stare more at War Eagle Nation.

At this time, the War Eagle Nation still had no movement, which was extremely terrifying.

It and its little brothers remained on their feet and did not join the coalition forces.

It may just be waiting for the coalition forces and the kingdom of God to lose both.

Their strength is still unknown.
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This was something that Levi Garrison was afraid of.

So I have to guard against.

now.

All coalition forces on the eleventh line of defense have been deployed.

The Titan War God took a group of lieutenants and stood on a high place to watch, waiting
for the war to begin.

“I really want to directly lead the army to crush it!”Because the coalition forces are too
strong.

So that everyone was very energetic, and no one paid attention to it.

Even if the opposite is the laboratory of the gods.

I was scared at first.

But when everything came together, everyone swelled.

“Yeah, instead of waiting for defense here! How about proactively attacking?”

At this time a lieutenant suggested.

“Yes, there is no active attack in the combat plan brought out by the military division! This
shows that the active attack is beyond all expectations! The Kingdom of God would not
think that we dare to attack!”

“Yeah! We take the initiative and we will definitely catch them by surprise!”

…

The lieutenants were all excited.

I think this path is feasible.
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The key is that it hasn’t appeared before.

When the Titan War God heard this, he felt very reasonable.

I have never thought about taking the initiative to attack, can the other side ever think about
it?

No!

“However, all units of the coalition are now deployed in corresponding positions. If they are
mobilized, they will be easily spotted!”

Someone asked a question.

“That’s it, I personally take the pro-military and reserve team!”

The Titan God of War is ready to personally lead troops to attack.

This shocked the lieutenants.

Levi Garrison is coming to Bibi?

Can it be compared?

One will only retreat, for fear of encountering the enemy head-on.

The one who took the lead must be the first to rush up.

Incomparable!

“Well, we are willing to follow the commander in repelling the kingdom of God!”

The lieutenants began to express their views.

soon.
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The Titan War God secretly assembled his own guards and one-third of the rear reserve
team without notifying the various ministries.

Walking quietly to the sea ahead.

After half an hour.

After a flare was launched.

The army led by the Titan War God actually launched a fierce attack on the Kingdom of God.

“Rumble…”

…

I was confused for a while.

The coalition positions were dumbfounded.

Who is this?

If he didn’t defend well, he took the initiative to attack?

The kingdom of God is also dumbfounded.

what happened?

Take the initiative to attack again?

Indeed, this move was beyond their expectations.

The first time Levi Garrison took the initiative to attack, they shocked them, come again?

One by one is crazy!

Don’t you really put the kingdom of God in your eyes?
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Because it was unexpected, this wave of attacks by the Titan War God did cause a lot of
casualties to the kingdom of God.

The coalition positions are cheering everywhere!

They shouted the prestige of the Titan Commander!

The Titan God of War is too fierce, not only has to put up a posture to fight to the death.

Also take the initiative!

You have to have such a bright sword spirit!

The brave wins when we meet on a narrow road!

They all said that Levi Garrison lacked this courage!

Not as good as the Titan God of War!

“It’s so cool! I have been squeezed and held back, and this breath has finally vented!”
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